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Abstract

We propose a method of face description for facial image retrieval from a large data base and for MPEG-7 (Moving Picture Experts Group)

standardisation. The novel descriptor is obtained by decomposing a face image into several components and then combining the component

features. The decomposition combined with LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis) provides discriminative facial descriptions that are less

sensitive to light and pose changes. Each facial component is represented in its Fisher space and another LDA is then applied to compactly

combine the features of the components. To enhance retrieval accuracy further, a simple pose classification and transformation technique is

performed, followed by recursive matching. Our algorithm has been developed to deal with the problem of face image retrieval from huge

databases such as those found in Internet environments. Such retrieval requires a compact face representation which has robust recognition

performance under lighting and pose variations. The partitioning of a face image into components offers a number of benefits that facilitate

the development of an efficient and robust face retrieval algorithm. Variation in image statistics due to pose and/or illumination changes

within each component region can be simplified and more easily captured by a linear encoding than that of the whole image. So an LDA

encoding at the component level facilitates better classification. Furthermore, a facial component can be weighted according to its

importance. The component with a large variation is weighted less in the matching stage to yield a more reliable decision. The experimental

results obtained on the MPEG-7 data set show an impressive accuracy of our algorithm as compared with other methods including

conventional PCA (Principal Component Analysis)/ICA (Independent Component Analysis)/LDA methods and the previous MPEG-7

proposals.

q 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Recently, face descriptors as candidates for MPEG-7

(Moving Picture Experts Group) standardisation have been

proposed for face image retrieval in video streams [1–6,8,

14,22]. The various methods developed for multimedia

description and retrieval involve many kinds of visual

factors like shape, color and motion. Because of its

importance in many applications, human face is a special

topic in computer vision research, treated separately from

those of generic shape information for visual discrimination

and description. A face descriptor in MPEG-7 should meet
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the following requirements. It should be possible to extract

it without any prior knowledge about the current image

content (person identity) meaning that its statistical basis

should be images of persons other than those contained in

the test data base. Each image in the database is exploited as

a query image in order to retrieve the other images of the

same person from the data set. The descriptor should also be

compact, even for a large data set. A challenging problem is

to retrieve face images with large variations in lighting and

pose when a single query image is given.

To compensate for image variation due to illumination

changes, Wang and Tan [2] proposed the second-order

Eigenface method and Kamei and Yamada [3] extended

their work to use a confidence factor describing face

symmetry and intensity variation due to illumination

change. Kim et al. [5] developed the second-order PCA

(Principal Component Analysis) Mixture Model (PMM)
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method. The second-order approaches attempt to remove

effects due to changes in illumination by removing the

component of the image lying in the sub-spaces spanned by

the first few eigenvectors. However, the approaches seem

to be weak under pose variation because they are describing

a holistic pixel distribution, which is sensitive to pose

change.

To compensate for image variation due to pose as well as

illumination change, Nefian and Davies [6] used the DCT

(Discrete Cosine Transform)-based embedded Hidden

Markov Model (eHMM) for face description, while Kim

et al. [4] proposed the eHMM method with the second-order

Block-specific eigenvectors. The eHMM algorithm

implicitly deals with pose variation using embedded states

corresponding to facial regions and segmenting the

observed image into overlapping blocks, but it may home

on a local minimum if the initial solution is not close to the

global minimum. Wiskott et al. [7] developed a Gabor

wavelet-based algorithm called elastic bunch graph match-

ing. However, these algorithms are computationally

expensive. In face retrieval where the descriptor should be

extracted from a single face image without any prior

knowledge, eHMM-based methods [4,6,8] have been found

to have poor performance.

In this paper, we propose a new approach to deal with pose

and illumination variation resulting in a very efficient face

description in terms of both accuracy and size. Preliminary

works have been done in our studies [17–19,22].

We introduce a component-based LDA (Linear Discriminant

Analysis) face representation. The closely related work is

that of Heisele et al. [9]. They detect and align facial

components to cope with pose changes. An SVM (Support

Vector Machine) algorithm is applied to the geometrically

aligned pixels and the extracted support vectors are used for

binary classification. Although they show that their com-

ponent-based algorithm gives a better accuracy than holistic

image representations, SVM is very time consuming as far as

huge and multi-class databases are concerned and the facial

component detection is very difficult in natural

environments.

Our algorithm combines the component-based represen-

tation with LDA. First, pose transformation is carried out

based on a full face image analysis. The image is then

partitioned into several facial components to simplify the

modeling of image statistics. The components are encoded

by LDA to compensate for the effect of illumination and

expression variation. Another LDA is then applied to the

collection of the component-based LDA representations

yielding a compact description referred to as ‘cascaded

LDA’. The decomposition of the face image and its

re-combination in the LDA space effectively solves the

problem of face retrieval and person identification. Finally a

recursive matching is proposed to further improve the face

retrieval accuracy.

Section 2 briefly reviews LDA and Section 3 introduces

the component-based representation and details the
cascaded LDA. Sections 4 and 5 describe the pose

compensation method and recursive matching, respectively.

The experimental results are presented in Section 6 and

conclusion is drawn in Section 7.
2. Review of LDA

When the training set data is labeled, supervised learning

techniques offer a considerably more effective description

of face images in terms of discriminative features than

unsupervised learning. LDA effectively removes the effect

of illumination and slight pose variation, provided such

variations are reflected in the training set. LDA simply

retains the identity information.

Given a set of N images {x1,x2,.,xN} with each image

belonging to one of c classes {X1,X2,.,Xc}, LDA finds a

linear transformation matrix W in such a way that the ratio

of the between-class scatter and the within-class scatter is

maximized. The between-class and within-class scatter

matrices are defined by

SB Z
Xc

iZ1

Niðmi KmÞðmi KmÞT (1)

and

SW Z
Xc

iZ1

X

xk2Xi

ðxk KmiÞðxk KmiÞ
T (2)

respectively, where mi denotes the mean image of class Xi,

m is a global mean, and Ni denotes the number of images

in class Xi. If the within-class scatter matrix SW is not

singular, LDA finds an orthonormal matrix Wopt

maximizing the ratio of the determinant of the between-

class scatter matrix to the determinant of the within-class

scatter matrix as

Wopt Z arg max
W

jWTSBWj

jWTSWWj
Z ½w1w2.wm�: (3)

The set of bases of the solution {wijiZ1,2,.m} is

constituted by generalized eigenvectors of SB and SW

corresponding to the m largest eigenvalues {lijiZ
1,2,.m}, i.e. SBwiZliSWwi, iZ1,2,.m. Generally, to

overcome the singularity of SW, PCA first reduces the

vector dimension before applying LDA [11,12]. Each

image is represented by a vector projection, yk ZWT
optxk,

kZ1,2,.,N.
3. Component-based LDA representation

Although the holistic face image representation afforded

by the LDA method described in Section 2 has many useful

properties, it cannot cope with illumination and pose changes

that have not been captured by the training set very well.



Fig. 1. Illumination effects on the statistics of a whole image in contrast with

that of an eye component.
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In order to enhance the generalisation capability of the LDA

representation to changes underrepresented in the training

data, we have developed a component-based LDA represen-

tation whereby the face is divided into a number of facial

regions and a separate LDA is learnt for each region. The

motivation for this is based on the following argument. By

virtue of the 3D nature of human face, illumination changes

will result in globally non-linear changes in the image

intensity function. However, locally the effects can be

approximated by a linear function which can be corrected for

much more readily. A similar local versus global argument

can be made for the effect of small variations in pose. In this

paper, LDA applied to a whole face is called ‘the holistic

LDA’ and LDA applied to image components is called ‘the

component-based LDA’. To overcome the problem that

the component scheme lacks relational information

between the components, combined LDA representations

are considered which combines both sources of information.

3.1. Face representation by components

We partition a face image into facial components

corresponding to forehead, eyes, nose and mouth regions.

Statistical image variation due to illumination and/or pose

change within each component patch may be smaller than

that in the whole image space. Generally, holistic approaches

based on PCA/ICA (Independent Component Analysis)/

LDA encode the greyscale correlation among every pixel

position statistically and different lighting and camera

geometry result in a severe change of face representation.

Since our component-based scheme encodes the facial

components separately, variations in image statistics are

limited to each component region. Fig. 1 illustrates an

example of illumination effect on the statistics of the whole

image and a component. The distribution parameters of

the same identity group on the principal component of whole

face regions largely change under the different lighting

conditions, whereas the distribution parameters on the

principal component of the eye region remain approximately

consistent. Most of all, pre-processing within small patches

is easier than that of the whole image region. The usual step

of subtracting a mean vector or the best fitting plane from an

image vector before any linear projection can provide a

useful pre-processing in a small image patch.

The proposed component-based representation has other

advantages. It exhibits a greater flexibility in similarity

matching. Since each facial component can be considered as

a separate classifier, the output can be weighted by its

discriminability and prior knowledge. In this paper,

weighting schemes are proposed for both ‘component

level’ and ‘feature level’ fusion. We shall demonstrate

that the proposed cascaded LDA which is a combining

scheme at the feature level, provides a very compact

face description while maintaining a good retrieval and

identification accuracy. The details will be described in

Section 3.3. In addition to the component weighting, lower
statistical complexity of a component region over that

corresponding to the whole face image facilitates classifi-

cation using a linear encoding via PCA/ICA/LDA. The

experimental results presented in Section 6 show that

the component encoding approach outperforms holistic

encoding methods in face image retrieval experiments.

We considered the two schemes of face partitioning

shown in Fig. 2. The size and position of the components are

fixed relatively to the eye positions. One has 14 small or

large components with a large overlap. The small

components, which have their centres on physically mean-

ingful points like eyes, nose or mouth, are expected to

efficiently represent local statistics for face classification.

The large components around head, cheeks and neck

represent other important information about the face. The

overlaps between neighboring components will promote

the preservation of the component adjacency relationships.

The other scheme is similar to the first but with the number

of components reduced. This is achieved by merging two or

three components of the original partitioning into one. In

this way, the number of components is reduced to not more

than five by searching for the best combination exhaus-

tively, based on the retrieval performance on the training

set. As a result, the retrieval accuracy as compared with the

original partitioning is not compromised. Moreover, the

descriptor size and the computational complexity are

significantly reduced.
3.2. LDA encoding of components

Given a set of N training images {x1,x2,.,xN}, a set of

LDA transformation matrices is extracted. First, all images



Fig. 2. Component definitions. (a) 14 components separation, (b) 5

components separation.
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are partitioned into L facial components. The image patches

of each component are represented in a vector form with the

kth component being denoted as fck
1;.; ck

Ng. Then, for the

kth facial component, the corresponding LDA transform-

ation matrix Wk is computed.

During testing, the L vectors {c1,.,cL} corresponding to

facial component patches are extracted from a face image x
of the test data set. A set of LDA feature vectors

yZ{y1,.,yL} is extracted by transforming the component

vectors by the corresponding LDA transformation matrices

as

yk Z ðWkÞTck; k Z 1; 2;.; L: (4)

Thus for the component-based LDA method, a face

image x is represented by a set of LDA feature vectors

{y1,.,yL}. This set is augmented by the LDA coefficients

y0 of the holistic image to yield a combined representation

{y0,y1,.,yL}.
Fig. 3. Architecture of the cas
3.3. Combined LDA representations

The dimensionality of the simple collection of the

holistic and component features derived in Section 3.2 is

quite large. In order to reduce this dimensionality, and to

determine the appropriate weighting for these features, the

combined representation {y0,y1,.,yL} is transformed by

another LDA. This is the weighting scheme at the feature

level. The resulting two stage process is referred to as

‘cascaded LDA’. It is illustrated in Fig. 3. A face image is

represented as a merged column vector fZ{f0,f1,.,fL}

obtained by concatenating the normalized LDA feature

vectors by fiZyi/kyik. An LDA transformation matrix

W2nd is computed for the merged vectors of the training

face images. This LDA allows us to control the dimension

of the final descriptor z. Note that large eigenvalues

indicate the corresponding vectors to be more discrimina-

tive. Moreover, the elements of the LDA transformation

matrix define the weights for the component features. The

diagonal terms of the matrix reflect the importance of each

feature and the off-diagonal terms assign weights for

combinations of the features. The proposed final descrip-

tion z is given by
z Z ðW2ndÞ
Tf (5)
CTU [14] applied Generalized Discriminant Analysis

(GDA), a non-linear version of LDA, to our component-

based LDA descriptor as a combiner. They achieved good

retrieval performance by considering the facial space to be

non-linear. However, the complexity of the feature

extraction and matching in their method is too high to be

applied to large data sets.

The other combining schemes which consider each

component as a separate classifier have been considered. At

the component level, weighting is considered in a similarity

matching stage. To measure the similarity of two face

images, each component quantifies the similarity of the two

images first and then all the results are combined with

appropriate weights. Given two face images x1,x2 rep-

resented by the component LDA feature vector set y1,y2, the

similarity d(y1,y2) is defined by the weighted sum of

normalized-correlations
caded LDA description.
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Corrkðy1; y2Þ Z
yk

1,yk
2

kyk
1kkyk

2k

between the corresponding components as

dðy1; y2Þ Z
1

L

XL

kZ1

wkCorrkðy1; y2Þ (6)

where yk
1; y

k
2 are the LDA feature vector sets of the kth facial

component of the two face images. The weights wk were

heuristically chosen to reflect the retrieval performance of

each component. This method requires some heuristics to

select the weights and does not consider non-linear

relationships of the components.

Any merit of non-linear modeling of the relationship of

the components is investigated by using the non-linear

Fisher Linear Discriminant (FLD). The input vector for the

non-linear FLD has a LC1 dimensional space of

fCorr1ðy1; y2Þ;.;CorrLðy1; y2Þ; labelg, which comes from

the normalized-correlations of the corresponding L com-

ponents and the pose-pair label, which is an integer number,

determined using the method described in Section 4. The

input vector is then enlarged by its quadratic form. It is

noted that the dimension LC1 is low. All the augmented

input vectors of the training face image pairs of the same

identities construct one group and the vectors of image pairs

of different identities make the opposite group. A FLD

transformation matrix is now computed to solve a binary

classification problem. The FLD transformation matrix

defines the weights for the respective components. The

comparison will be given in Section 6 with the combining

methods like a product, sum and weighted sum rule,

consequently showing the benefits of the proposed cascaded

LDA.
4. Pose classification and compensation

The component-based representation developed in Sec-

tion 3 can cope with small deviations from the frontal face

pose. When the component positions are well aligned, facial

pose variation can be better compensated, yielding accuracy

improvement [9]. More significant changes will require

geometric correction. If deviations from the frontal pose

change are not too severe, we can correct them by using

affine transformation. Rather than estimating an exact

transformation needed, which would require the detection

of abundant facial features [21], we adopt a simple approach

based on pose quantisation. The quantisation is achieved by

classification of input face images into five face orientations

based on a holistic PCA model. More specifically, during

training, the eye positions are given for each face image.

The face images are manually clustered according to pre-

defined five pose sets. For each pose class, eigenfaces are

extracted by PCA. During the pose classification stage a test

image is projected into the five different eigen-sub-spaces
corresponding to the first few eigenfaces of each pose class.

The image is classified into the class with the smallest

projection error [13].

The transformation from the each quantised pose class to

the frontal pose class is determined by a linear matrix that

establishes the correspondences of facial feature points

between representative images of the two pose categories.

All of the images are pose quantised and transformed to the

frontal versions by using the corresponding affine trans-

formation. Retrieval is then based on matching of the

component-based representations of these transformed face

images.
5. Recursive face matching

A novel face retrieval scheme based on recursive

matching has been adopted. When a face image is encoded,

the representation contains environmental variation as well

as the face characteristic. When a query face is presented,

the retrieved faces reflect certain encoding error of the query

face image injected by the environmental variations. The

faces obtained under similar imaging conditions to those of

the query will be just retrieved successfully. Assuming that

the most of the top ranked retrieved faces have been

identified by the face characteristic, as the rank one face

image will encapsulate slightly different environmental

variations from that affecting the query face, this can be

utilized as another query face which is helpful to find more

faces of the same identity captured under slightly different

environments from that of the new query. In this way, the

gap in various conditioned faces and the original query face

can be bridged as illustrated in Fig. 4(a). Should the first

retrieved face be a wrong answer, the effect of the second

retrieval by the new query is weakened by weighting the

matching scores between the new query and the original

query. The process can be conducted recursively.

As shown in Fig. 4(b), suppose that a query image q (here,

it is the final description vector z (5)) is given and we would

like to retrieve K images in ordered rank from an image

database {IijiZ1,., N} of size N. In the first step, from the

query image, we obtain a sorted image set {qijiZ1,., M} of

size M from the image database. It includes their correspond-

ing score array {s(i)jiZ1,., M}, which is represented by

s(i)ZD(q,qi), where D(z1,z2) denotes Euclidean distance of

feature vectors z1 and z2. In the next step, the first-ranked

retrieval image q1 is selected as a new query q 0 and the

matching and sorting procedure is repeated only within

the buffer of the size M, not the whole database. As a result,

we have the re-sorted image set fq0
ijiZ1;.;Mg and the

corresponding score array {s 0(i)jiZ1,., M}. To reflect

the matching by the new query, the score array is updated by

s0ðiÞ Z sðiÞCw1$Dðq0; q0
iÞ (7)

where w1 denotes a weighing constant. This procedure is

performed recursively. In the nth step, we have a sorted data



Fig. 4. Recursive face matching. (a) Conceptual drawing. (b) Block

diagram.
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set fqðnK1Þ
i jiZ1;.;Mg with corresponding score array

fsðnK1ÞðiÞji Z 1;.;Mg; where

sðnK1ÞðiÞ Z sðnK2ÞðiÞCwnK1$DðqðnK1Þ; qðnK1Þ
i Þ:

(8)

Note that the additional computational complexity of the

recursive matching can be ignored in comparison with that of

the simple matching which only utilizes an original query

because the new matching and sorting procedure is repeated

only within the buffer, not the whole database.
6. Experimental results and discussion

6.1. Database, protocol and measure

An experimental face database was obtained by MPEG-7

standardisation effort. It consists of five databases: the

extended version 1 MPEG-7 face database (E1), Altkom

database (A2), MPEG-7 test set in XM2VTS database (M3),

FERET database (F4), and MPEG-7 test set in the Banca
Table 1

Face dataset

Ref.

E1 The extended version 1 MPEG-7 face database 635 persons (five im

A2 Altkom database 80 persons (15 ima

M3 MPEG-7 testset in XM2VTS database 295 persons (10 im

F4 FERET database 4000 images of 875

image retrieval and

B5 MPEG-7 testset in the Banca database 52 persons (10 imag
database (B5). The details are described in Table 1. The

total number of images is 11,845. All the images in

the database are normalized to 46!56 pixels by using the

manually marked eye positions, giving fixed eye positions.

For the training of the proposed pose classification and

compensation algorithms, the face images are manually

clustered into the five pose sets, which are quasi-frontal (F)

and depth-rotated in four directions (R, L, U, D). Each

rotated pose group has about 15w458 rotation from the

frontal one in each direction. The normalized sample images

of the dataset with the labels of the pose class are given

in Fig. 5.

The images for the experiments were strictly divided into

training and test sets as shown in Table 2, which have

different identities. All the parameters such as the basis

vectors are extracted from the training set. All test images

are utilized as a query image to retrieve the other images

(ground truth) of the corresponding person in the test data

set. Note that the test set has more than five images of one

person. As a measure of retrieval performance, we use

ANMRR (Average Normalized Modified Retrieval Rate)

specified in [15]. ANMRR is 0 when all ground truth images

are ranked on top, and it is 1 when all ground images are

ranked out of the first m images.

6.2. Component weighting scheme

For the weighted sum rule of normalized-correlations

between the corresponding components (6), the weight of

each component was determined proportionally to the

square of a reciprocal of ANMRR on the training set.

Table 3 gives the retrieval performance of each component.

The components around forehead were dominant in

recognition and this may be because the data set does not

include large variations over time, relative to illumination

and pose changes. The fixed hair-styles of the majority of

the subjects provided a consistency of face images over

time. The improvement in retrieval accuracy achieved by

the weighting is shown in Table 4 for the five component

encoding scheme.

6.3. Comparison of sub-space methods

Three kinds of sub-space methods applied to the whole

face image, PCA, PCA–ICA, LDA were compared.
ages per person exhibiting illumination and view variations)

ges per person: 5 views !3 illuminations)

ages per person: 5 views ! 2 different times (sessions 1 and 4))

persons selected for the ‘background’ at testing stage for both face

personal identification

es per person: 4 office, 4 outdoor,2 ideal; each image taken at different time)



Table 2

The summary on training and test dataset set for the face retrieval experiments

Exp. no. Train image Test image

DB No. of

persons

No. of

images

No. of total

images

DB No. of

persons

No. of

images

No. of total

images

1-1 E1 337 5 1685 E1 298 5 1490

2-1 (train:testZ1:15) E1 40 5 200 E1 595 5 2975

2-2 (train:testZ1:3) E1 160 5 800 E1 475 5 2375

2-3 (train:testZ1:1) E1 337 5 1685 E1 298 5 1490

3-1 (train:testZ1:1) A2 40 15 600 A2 40 15 600

B5 – – – B5 52 10 520

E1 317 5 1585 E1 318 5 1590

M3 147 10 1470 M3 148 10 1480

F4 – – – F4 – – 4000

Total 504 3655 Total 558 8190

3-2 (train:testZ1:4) A2 16 15 240 A2 64 15 960

B5 – – – B5 52 10 520

E1 127 5 635 E1 508 5 2540

M3 59 10 590 M3 236 10 2360

F4 – – – F4 – – 4000

Total 202 1465 Total 860 10,380

Exp. no. 1-1 is identical to Exp. no. 2-3.

Fig. 5. Sample face images of the dataset (E1wB5). The manual pose class (F, R, L, U, D) is denoted with each picture.

Table 3

Retrieval performance of each component (Exp. no. 1-1)

Five

components

Forehead Left eye Right

eye

Left

cheek

Right

cheek

ANMRR 0.437 0.620 0.633 0.670 0.678
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The Bartlett’s PCA–ICA technique [10] was adopted

without the first eight eigenfaces to remove illumination

effects. From Table 4, we see that the PCA–ICA largely

outperforms PCA and the proposed component and weight

scheme also significantly enhance the performance of the

PCA–ICA. The result of experiment 2-3 in Table 5,

involving images obtained under the same conditions as

those of experiment 1-1, shows that the supervised learning

LDA outperforms both PCA and PCA–ICA. This is because

the class-specific learning is much more profitable to

eliminating various changes while keeping the identity

information. It is noted that the proposed component

scheme and the combined scheme significantly enhances

the performance for both unsupervised and supervised

feature extraction methods.
6.4. Generalization test: holistic vs. component LDA

Table 5 and the cumulative FIR (False Identification

Rate) graphs in Fig. 6 present a comparison of the

generalization performance of the holistic LDA, the

component LDA and the combined LDA representation

by the weighted sum of normalized-correlations. The

retrieval performance measure, ANMRR and the person

identification measure, FIR showed the same tendency for



Table 5

Generalization test: holistic vs. component LDA

Unit: ANMRR Exp. no. 2-1 Exp. no. 2-2 Exp. no. 2-3

Holistic LDA 0.524 0.198 0.100

Component LDA 0.159 0.104 0.107

Combined LDA N/A N/A 0.067

Exp. no. 2-3 is identical to Exp. no. 1-1 in Table 4.

Table 4

Comparison of PCA, ICA, and component-based ICA (Exp. no. 1-1)

Methods ANMRR

PCA w/o first 8 0.499

PCA–ICA w/o first 8 0.367

Component-based PCA–ICA w/o first 8 (14 components) 0.309

Component-based PCA–ICA w/o first 8 (5 components) 0.307

Component-based PCA–ICA w/o first 8 (5 components)

and weighting scheme

0.252
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superiority or inferiority. Note that the component LDA

highly outperforms the holistic LDA in the case of small

training data. The two have a similar performance in the

experiment 2-3, which uses a half of the data set for training

and the other half for the test. The holistic LDA can be over-
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Fig. 6. Cumulative FIR plots. (a) Experiment 2-1. (b
trained giving a poor generalization. As shown in Fig. 7(a),

most of the important facial information appears at a certain

region of faces. Intensity variations of the holistic LDA

basis images are around the forehead, and the eyes of faces.

If the test faces had more discriminative information in

other parts, the learned basis vectors would not differentiate

faces effectively. Compared to the holistic approach, the

component LDA learns evenly from the whole region of a

face by separating the components. Fig. 6(d) shows that the

combined method improves the performance in the first rank

FIR dramatically. The first rank FIRs of the holistic and

combined method are 0.0355 and 0.0208, respectively.

6.5. Pose compensation

The pose classification and affine transformation pro-

vided an additional enhancement in facial image retrieval as

shown in Table 6. The pose classification algorithm yielded

about 92% correct rate on the test set and the pose

compensation combined with this automatic pose classifi-

cation showing comparable retrieval accuracy with that of

using manual pose label. The overall performance was

enhanced more dramatically for the data sets which have

large pose variation like Altkom(A2) and XM2VTS(M3)

dataset. However, we see that the linear affine transform-

ation could not solve the pose problem basically due to the
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Fig. 7. LDA basis images.

Table 7

The cascade LDA/or GDA and recursive retrieval (Exp. no. 3-1)

Common conditions Combining method Match

With pose compensation Weighted sum Simple

Cascade GDA [14] Simple

Combined LDA Cascade LDA Simple

Recurs

Table 6

Face image retrieval results for database (Exp. no. 3-1)

Unit: ANMRR

w/o pose compensation
Holistic LD

Combined L

With pose compensation
Manual pose label

Holistic LD

Combined L

Automatic pose classification Combined L
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non-linearity of the face pose set. The results of the pose set,

A2 and M3 are much worse than that of the quasi-frontal set

E1. Any benefit of non-linear pose transformation should be

further investigated taking the complexity into account.

6.6. Combined LDA

Clearly the weighted sum of normalized-correlations in

(6) requires some annoying effort to choose weights

heuristically and does not consider non-linear relation-

ships of the components. The proposed two stages of

LDA, cascaded LDA, yields an efficient representation in

terms of both accuracy and descriptor size. In Table 7,

compared with the weighted sum method, the cascaded

LDA has much smaller descriptor size with a similar

retrieval performance. The performance of the cascaded

LDA was comparable to that of GDA [14] with

approximately one tenth of GDA complexity of feature

extraction and matching.

Fig. 8 shows the comparison for the combined LDA

methods at the component level. The comparison was

done in terms of false acceptance and false rejection. They

were measured for (1) the non-linear FLD, (2) sum rule,

(3) product rule and (4) the weighted sum rule of

normalized-correlations. The best result of fusion at the

component level was obtained by using the weighted sum

of normalized-correlations and the non-linear FLD, which

was not as good as the result of the cascaded LDA as

mentioned above.

6.7. Recursive retrieval

The proposed recursive matching in conjunction with

was the new face descriptor was then comparatively
ing Dimension ANMRR

matching 240 0.394

matching 50 0.388

50 0.403

matching 150 0.387

ive matching
50 0.377

150 0.359

Total A2 B5 E1 M3

A 0.473 0.468 0.700 0.207 0.681

DA 0.438 0.421 0.556 0.157 0.705

A 0.440 0.435 0.655 0.181 0.645

DA 0.394 0.388 0.541 0.145 0.611

DA 0.405 0.392 0.538 0.167 0.619
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evaluated. As seen in Table 7, the performance of the

advocated scheme was considerably better than the simple

matching. The number of steps of the recursive matching

scheme and the size of the buffers can be adjusted for a

given database. In our experiment, the number of steps was

set to 2 or 3 and the weight for the new queries was 0.8, as

the probability of the first hit being correct hit is

considerably high. It is noted that the recursive retrieval
Table 9

Retrieval performance comparison with other MPEG-7 facial descriptors

Methods (unit: ANMRR)

The second-order eigenface method [2]

The Fourier spectral PCA-based face description (with a confidence factor) [3]

The eHMM with the second-order eigenvectors [4]

The Pseudo2D-HMMs [8]

The component-based LDA [22]

Table 8

Computational complexity and descriptor size

Holistic LDA

Feature extraction complexity Additions N0!(NK1)Z103,0

Multiplications N0!NZ103,040

Matching complexity Additions 3!(N0K1)Z117

Multiplications 3!N0Z120

Size of descriptor in bits 40!4

N0, the number of elements of a holistic feature vector (Z40); N1, the number of el

(Z46!56); Navg, average size of component input images (Z382).
technique achieves the enhanced with negligible compu-

tational costs.
6.8. Computational complexity and size of descriptor

Table 8 compares our approaches in terms of compu-

tational complexity and size of descriptor. In feature

extraction, the component LDA is simpler than the holistic

LDA. Comparing the complexity and size of descriptors, the

component LDA and the cascaded LDA require a more

computations, compared with the holistic approach, but they

show better generalization. The cascaded LDA reduces the

matching complexity and the size of description for the

combined LDA.
6.9. Comparisons with other MPEG-7 descriptors

Table 9 summarizes the comparitive results of the

description techniques [2–4,8,22] proposed for the

MPEG-7 meeting in May 2002. It is noted that the proposed

component-based LDA method dramatically enhanced the

retrieval performance of the previous methods. The

extension work [16] of the proposed component and

cascaded LDA techniques by using Fourier domains,

which was recently proposed by Samsung AIT and NEC,

yielded the best performance in the MPEG-7 working

group, ISO/IEC JTC1/SC29/WG11. Its retrieval perform-

ance is 0.2728 and 0.3434 for the Experiment 3-1 and 3-2

respectively. It should be noted that the standardization
Exp. no. 2-3 Exp. no. 2-4

0.478 N/A

0.243 N/A

0.495 N/A

N/A 0.554

0.0678 0.1355

Component LDA Cascaded LDA

00 5!N1!(NavgK1)Z76,200 z179,200

5!N1!NavgZ76,400 z179,440

5!3!(N1K1)C4Z589 147

5!(3!N1C1)Z605 150

200!4 50!4

ements of one component feature vector (Z40); N, holistic input image size
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proposal submitted to the International Standardization

body [20] in 2004 was successful.
7. Concluding remarks

In this paper, we proposed a face description method based

on face image decomposition and the projection of each

component by LDA. The component LDA augmented by the

holistic LDA is then transformed by another LDA. The

cascaded LDA method achieves impressive retrieval accu-

racy rates as compared with the conventional PCA/ ICA/LDA

techniques and other description methods. The dimension-

ality of the descriptor and therefore its computational

complexity are very low. The experimental results showed

that the proposed description exhibits better generalization

and that its application to large data sets is feasible.
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